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MAXIVIEW® SHUTTERS



FEATURES

While glass areas allow more natural light to enter buildings and 
provide views, they also add to internal environmental problems 
such as excessive heat gain during summer and heat loss during 
winter. Blockout Maxiview® Roller Shutters solve these expensive 
environmental problems by reducing glare and heat gain by 90% 
in summer and insulating your property during winter.

Maxiview® Shutters will maintain your views while preventing your 
furnishings from fading, increase your privacy and allow natural 
light and air to pass through the shutter perforations.  

In additiion, Maxiview® Shutters protect glass from damaging 
storms with strong winds and flying debris.

FITTING

Maxiview® Shutters are manufactured with standard components 
or optional fittings such as Blockout's registered design Maxiblock® 
security system making the shutter 3 times stronger. This includes 
a heavy-duty track, locked in profile and secure bottom bar.
These components will deliver a higher level of security and 
extreme storm protection.

Maxiview® shutter profiles roll tighter than conventional shutters, 
retracting into a smaller pelmet or head box. 
In new buildings Maxiview® shutters can be designed to retract 
inside the wall cavities eliminating the visibility of the exterior 
pelmet or headbox.

 
CONTROL

Maxiview® Shutters are simple to operate with either an internal 
manual control or by electrically operated motors. The electric 
motors are discreetly fitted inside the shutter's pelmet and can be 
operated by a variety of options including designer switches, 
remote controls, timers and weather sensors.

FINISH

The Maxiview® Shutters are available with a smooth aluminium 
finish in 6 standard colours from white to brown. Other custom 
powder coated colours are available to match or complement
your building's interior or exterior finish.
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TECHNICAL ASPECTS

Manufactured from a 45mm single wall extruded aluminium 
interlocking profile, Blockout Maxiview® Shutters incorporate 
a series of perforations in the shutter profile (over 54,000 
perforations per square metre). This perforated area is only 
19% of the overall shutter profile.

Shutters can be designed and manufactured to fit a range of 
window shapes and sizes including conservatories and roofs.
For a complete block out option, Blockout Maxiview® Roller 
Shutters can be supplied non-perforated.


